SURFACE STRESS EVOLUTION AND CRACKS PREVENTION OF INGOTS DURING THE UPSETTING PROCESS
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**Abstract:**

In this research, surface axial stress and propagation of surface transverse cracks on large ingots during hot forging process was studied using finite element modeling. The simulation results show that surface axial stress changes from compressive to tensile during the upsetting process. Large ingots which need to be upset and stretched several times are easy to form cracks at anvil overlapping part during stretching process. These surface transverse cracks are crack source and may rapidly propagate under surface axial tensile stress during the upsetting process. The effect of material, temperature, height-diameter ratio of billet, deformation speed, and friction coefficient between anvil and billet on the changing of surface axial stress was investigated. The results show that critical transformation point of surface axial stress from compressive to tensile has an obvious relationship with drum shape of the billet. In order to eliminate the surface axial tensile stress and prevent propagation of surface transverse cracks, a slim waist forging process was proposed based on the surface stress analysis. A quantitative designing method of slim waist billet was established for guiding industrial production.
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1 Introduction

Large forgings are the key components of large equipment [1]. Large ingots are the main raw material for producing large forgings [2]. During the hot forging process of large ingots, the uneven deformation, high temperature, and large forming force may lead to cracks or even fracture [3-5]. For example, turbine blade, pipe, pressure vessel or power plant generator rotor often cracks during its hot forging process. More and more researchers pay attention to this problem because cracking may lead to prolonging production period, increasing production cost, or even failure of the product [6-8]. Forging process can crush the as-cast dendritic structure, refine the internal grain structure, and improve material strength and toughness of the forgings. When the material plasticity is low or the
deformation is large, cracks often occur on the side surface of the billet, which would affect the subsequent forging process [9, 10]. Cracks may form under the influence of external conditions including force, deformation temperature, reduction ratio and surface quality of the ingot. During forging process, stress is an important factor causing cracks. Besides the force from dies, there are other types of stress like circumferential stress caused by uneven deformation, thermal stress caused by uneven temperature and structural stress caused by unsynchronized structural transformation during forging process of the billet [11-13].

A crack is a common defect in the deformation process of large forgings. The majority of the current studies suggest that surface cracks are mainly caused by surface circumferential tensile stress during the upsetting process. Large tensile stress may cause the material overload in circumferential direction and micro pores and holes may appear and expand, which finally leads to macroscopic crack and fracture [14-16]. However, there are many types of cracks, and circumferential stress can only cause longitudinal crack on billet surface. So regarding circumferential tensile stress as the only factor causing surface crack is not reasonable. In our research it is found that during the upsetting process, as the reduction ratio increases, there will be not only circumferential tensile stress but also axial tensile stress on the surface of the billet. The two direction tensile stress states have an important impact on surface crack propagation. However, in many studies, the effect of axial tensile stress on surface cracks was neglected [17,18].

Takefumi Arikawa et al. analyzed surface defects formed at anvil overlapping part during stretching process [11]. The formation process of surface defects at anvil overlapping part is shown in Figure 1. The stretching process and a picture of surface defects at anvil overlapping part is shown in Figure 2. The surface defects will form at anvil overlapping part during stretching process, and these defects may propagate and lead to forging crack or fracture on the surface of the forging billet during the following forging process.

**Figure 1. The formation process of surface defects at anvil overlapping part (a) stroke =0 mm; (b) stroke=15 mm; (c) stroke=30 mm [11].**

**Figure 2. Surface defects formed at anvil overlapping part during stretching process (a) Stretching process (b) Forged billet with minor defect [11].**

In order to improve the quality of heavy forgings, repeated upsetting and stretching should be performed. During the stretching process, surface transverse cracks may form at anvil overlapping part, and these minor cracks lie along the circumferential direction, as Fig. 1 shows. These minor cracks
become crack source and will rapidly propagate under the surface axial tensile stress during the following upsetting. These minor defects can be eliminated by hot scarfing, but some small ones may still be left over. For 316 stainless steel, super alloy and other steels with cracking tendency which cannot be hot scarfed, cracks are easily formed and propagated during repeated upsetting and stretching, while treating these cracks are difficult and time consuming. So surface stress state and cracking tendency has to be studied, and new effective forging method for controlling surface cracking has to be proposed.

Surface axial stress transformation from compressive to tensile during upsetting process is studied in this paper by finite element modeling, and the effect of material, temperature, height-diameter ratio of billet, deformation speed, and friction coefficient between anvil and billet on the transformation point of surface axial stress was investigated. The rule of surface axial stress transformation from compressive to tensile was studied, and a new slim waist forging process was proposed based on the rule, which can provide guidance for industrial production.

2 Numerical analysis of surface stress during upsetting process

Deform-3D is a finite element software and can provide extremely valuable data analysis including temperature field, stress field, and strain field [19]. The upsetting process was calculated and analyzed using Deform-3D. Considering that the surface stress during the deformation of the cylindrical billet is easier to analyze than the surface stress of the square billet, finite element model of a Φ1m×1.4m billet was established as Fig. 3 shows.

![Figure 3. The finite element model of a Φ1m×1.4m billet.](image)

The parameters of this simulation are as follows: billet material is AISI316L; initial deformation temperature is 1200℃; pressing speed is 10mm/s; during the actual piercing process, there is friction and contact among each other between the anvil and the blank producing a heat transfer process. Therefore the friction coefficient is 0.7, and the heat transfer coefficient between anvil and billet is 11000 W/(m²K); In addition to its own contact heat transfer, the ingot billet and the anvil also contact the air to produce contact heat transfer and radiation heat transfer behavior. In this model, the heat transfer coefficient between billet and air is 20 W/(m²K); and thermal emissivity is 0.7.

![Figure 4. Axial stress change of the billet surface center point during upsetting.](image)

During the upsetting process, axial stress change of the center point on the billet surface is shown in Fig. 4. At the beginning, the surface axial stress is compressive and the stress increases rapidly. As the anvil presses and reduction ratio increases, the axial compressive stress of the billet surface center decreases gradually. When the reduction ratio is 43.4%, the axial compressive stress becomes 0, and the compressive stress of billet surface center transforms to tensile stress at larger reduction ratio (the compressive stress is negative, and the tensile stress is positive). This point is called transformation point of surface axial stress. The axial stress distribution of billet section at the reduction ratio of 43.4% and 60% are showed in Fig. 5 when the reduction ratio is 43.4%, the surface axial stress of the billet surface center is close to 0. When the reduction ratio is 60%, the surface axial stress has already transformed to tensile stress.

The surface stress changes from compressive to tensile would firstly occur at the center of the billet surface, and the rest part of the surface would also change to tensile with the increase of reduction ratio. Near the surface of the billet, a tensile stress area will be formed, which is easy for minor cracks to propagate.
The circumferential stress changing process of the billet surface center point is shown in Fig. 6. The circumferential stress is tensile from the beginning and its value increases as the reduction ratio increases. Circumferential stress can only cause longitudinal crack. As Fig. 1 shows, if the initial crack is transverse caused by anvil overlapping during stretching, circumferential tensile stress will not cause its propagation.

Factors affecting transformation point of the surface axial stress during upsetting process

According to the research above, the transformation point of the surface axial stress from compressive to tensile is an important factor affecting whether the minor cracks will propagate during the upsetting process. Therefore, factors affecting the transformation point are studied. The effect of temperature, height-diameter ratio of billet, pressing speed, friction coefficient between anvil and billet and different materials on the transformation point of surface axial stress are investigated based on the previously established model. In order to describe the transformation point, critical reduction ratio $\delta_c$ is defined as follows: During the upsetting process, when the billet surface center axial stress is 0, the reduction ratio is called critical reduction ratio, $\delta_c$ is presented in Equation (1):

$$\delta_c = \frac{\Delta H_c}{H}$$

where $H$ is the initial height of billet; $\Delta H_c$ is the reduction of billet when surface center axial stress is 0, which also means it is the transformation point from compressive to tensile during the upsetting process. For a certain upsetting process, only one critical reduction ratio can be obtained. The bigger $\delta_c$, the later transformation of surface axial stress from compressive to tensile is, and the smaller is the tensile stress at the same reduction ratio. Fig. 7 is the critical reduction ratio at different deformation conditions during upsetting process. The height-diameter ratio of billet, pressing speed, and friction coefficient between anvil and billet has prominent effect on the surface axial stress transformation, and a very little effect on billet materials and deformation temperature. During the upsetting process, billet will bulge and become drum shape, which is mainly due to friction between the billet and the anvil. Friction generates great frictional force on the surface of the billet, which prevents the billet expanding uniformly. The billet drum shape will be changed when the friction coefficient is changed. The maximum diameter of the billet varies greatly at the same reduction ratio after upsetting under different friction coefficient [20]. Bulging of the billet is controlled not only by friction, but also by other factors. For billets with large height-diameter ratio, the effect of friction is weakened, so bulging is less serious. The pressing speed also has effect on bulging when heat transfer between billet and anvils is considered. As Fig. 8a) shows, if billet is pressed slowly, the area contacting cold dies have enough time to be cooled, and becomes a "cold
shell”. This cold area can not be deformed during upsetting. So contacting area does not expand in this situation, and bulging of the billet is controlled by the “cold shell”. As Fig. 8b) shows, if billet is pressed fast, no “cold shell” will be formed, and bulging of the billet is controlled by friction. So when the billet is pressed faster than a certain speed, the drum shape will not be controlled by the pressing speed.

Based on the simulations above, it is found that the billet drum shape has an obvious relationship with the surface axial stress. If bulging of the billet is more serious, the surface axial tensile stress will also become larger. Therefore, the surface stress is controlled by bulging in essence. So bulging parameter d/h was defined to characterize the degree of billet bulging. As Fig. 9 shows, h is the height of billet after upsetting and d is the horizontal distance between m and n point on the cross section of cylindrical billet after upsetting. So the larger d/h is, the more serious billet bulging is.

Figure 7. The factors affecting critical reduction ratio during upsetting process. (a) height-diameter ratio of billet (b) pressing speed (c) friction coefficient between anvil and billet (d) material of billet (e) deformation temperature.
Figure 9. \( \frac{d}{h} \) is defined to characterize the degree of billet bulging.

The critical bulging parameter (\( \lambda_c \) is presented in Equation (2)) can be defined to characterize the bulging status when the billet surface center axial stress reaches transformation point.

\[
\lambda_c = \frac{d_c}{h_c}
\]

where \( d_c \) is the horizontal distance between \( m \) and \( n \) point on the cross section of cylindrical billet when billet surface center axial stress transforms from compressive to tensile; \( h_c \) is the height of the billet under this situation.

As Fig. 10 shows, it can be found that critical bulging parameter has little relationship with the factors. The surface axial stress transform from compress to tensile when the value of \( d/h \) varies between 0.163 and 0.178 under different deformation conditions. This is a narrow range, and it shows that the surface axial stress transformation point is mainly controlled by bulging. Therefore, the billet bulging parameter during the upsetting process can be used to characterize the values of surface axial stress effectively, and \( d/h = 0.17 \) can be regarded as the critical point of billet surface axial stress transformation from compressive to tensile in the heavy forging upsetting process.

### 4 Design of slim waist forging process

According to the analysis above, minor surface transverse defects formed during stretching may quickly propagate under surface axial tensile stress during following upsetting process. Therefore, slim waist forging process was designed to prevent the transverse crack from propagation. The basic idea of the slim waist forging process is to reduce the diameter of billet center and avoid bulging during upsetting process. During stretching process, the billet can be forged to a slim waist shape. Therefore, during the following upsetting process, bulging will be reduced, the transformation point of the surface axial stress will be delayed or eliminated, and propagation of surface transverse cracks will be restrained.

Slim waist shape billet can be quantitative designed using finite element modeling analysis. Designing the slim waist shape of the billet can avoid bulging and surface axial tensile stress under a certain reduction ratio. The designing process is shown in Fig. 11. The main procedures are as follows: Step 1, the upsetting process of a cylinder billet is calculated, and the billet bulging is removed when the reduction reaches the expected reduction ratio; Step 2, feature points are defined along the center of the section, and reverse calculation is performed by finite element software, so the initial location of the feature points can be obtained. Step 3, the initial location of the feature points are used to design a slim waist shape billet; Step 4, upsetting of designed slim waist shape billet is calculated by finite element modeling and the bulging of slim waist shape billet is verified at the expected reduction ratio; Step 5, the dimensions of slim waist shape billet is modified to get the final shape.
Figure 10. The factors affecting critical bulging parameter during upsetting process. (a) Height-diameter ratio of billet (b) Pressing speed (c) Friction coefficient between anvil and billet.

Figure 11. The designing process of slim waist shape billet.

Using this designing method, billet upset to the expected reduction ratio without bulging can be obtained. The upsetting model of slim waist shape billet was established. The height of the billet is 1.4 m, the maximum diameter is 1 m and the minimum diameter is 0.7 m. The axial stress change of slim waist shape billet surface center during upsetting process is
shown in Fig. 12(a). The axial stress is compressive throughout the upsetting process of reduction ratio from 0 to 60%. The surface circumferential stress change of slim waist shape billet surface center is shown in Fig. 12(b). It is basically the same as that of the cylindrical billet, so this forging process can only prevent transverse crack, not longitudinal crack.

![Figure 12 The stress of slim waist shape billet surface center. (a) axial stress (b) circumferential stress.](image)

Fig. 13 is the axial stress distribution on the section of slim waist shape billet at reduction ratio 43.4%.

![Figure 13 The distribution of axial stress on the section of slim waist shape billet.](image)

The surface axial stress of slim waist shape billet is all compressive. The compressive stress is smallest in the middle of the billet surface, and the stress value is far less than zero. So the transformation point of axial stress from compressive to tensile was eliminated by designing of slim waist shape billet. Fig. 14 is the strain distribution of slim waist shape billet and cylindrical billet at the same reduction ratio. As shown in the figure, strain near side surface of cylindrical billet is smaller during the upsetting process, which means recrystallization is inadequate, and the mechanical property might be impacted. However, the strain is larger in the middle of the slim waist shape billet during the upsetting process. The deformation of slim waist shape billet is more uniformed than the cylindrical billet when the reduction ratio is the same. The hard deformation zone and large deformation zone in billet center are eliminated. The grain size will be refined in the upsetting process of the slim waist shape billet, and the surface cracks will be restrained. It can significantly improve the quality of the heavy forgings.

![Figure 14 The distribution of strain on the section of billet (a) slim waist shape billet (b) cylindrical billet](image)
5 Conclusion

1. Surface transverse cracks formed during stretching are crack source and may rapidly propagate under surface axial tensile stress during the upsetting process. The axial stress on the surface of cylindrical billet will transform from compressive to tensile during the upsetting process. The axial stress first appears on the side surface center of the cylindrical billet, and the axial stress at near surface of the cylindrical billet will also transform to tensile stress as upsetting continues.

2. Height-diameter ratio of billet, pressing speed, and friction coefficient between anvil and billet has prominent effect on the surface axial stress transformation. But these factors are indirect factors. The surface axial stress is controlled by bulging of the billet in essence.

3. The bulging degree during the upsetting process can be used to characterize surface axial stress effectively. Based on the simulations, d/h=0.17 can be regarded as the critical point of billet surface axial stress transformation from compressive to tensile during upsetting process.

4. The slim waist forging process is proposed. The transformation of surface axial stress from compressive to tensile during the upsetting process can be delayed or eliminated by designing of slim waist shape billet. Comparing with cylindrical billet, its strain distribution is more uniformed
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